Spyder F3 short Sissybar
Short Sissybar allows for mounting misc items such as rack or backrest.
All materials/tools can be bought at Lowes or Home Depot.
Time: 30 minutes
Difficulty: 3 out of 10 (1 being easy, 10 being difficult)
Cost: Under $25
Materials: (under $15)
1. 1 – 1/8” x 1 ½” x 36” Aluminum flat bar stock (or you can use 3/16” thickness)
2. 2 – 2” x ¼” Carriage bolt
3. 4 – ¼” nuts
4. 2 – ¼” washers
5. 2 – ¼” lock nuts
6. Rustoleum Spray paint (color as desired)
Tools:
1. Power drill
2. 1” hole saw bit, wood/metal model (about $10 at Lowes)
3. ¼” drill bit
4. Center punch
5. Hammer
6. 7/16” wrench
7. Pencil
8. Tape measure
9. Metal file
10. Hacksaw or grinder
11. Small T-square
12. 5 gallon bucket
13. Vise or clamps

Instructions: (Reference Diagram 1)
1. Cut the stock bar to 27”
2. On each end:
a. Measure in ½” from the end and ¾” from the side and mark it
b. Measure in 3” from the end and ¾” from the side and mark it
3. Center punch each of the four locations
4. Drill the ¼” holes
5. Drill the end locations with the 1” hole saw
6. Use the T-square to mark the 1” holes straight out to the end
7. Cut the 1” holes straight to ends
8. File the holes and cut edges smooth
9. Mark in 4” from each end (used in step 13)
End Fitment:
10. Take each end and slide over the back hand grip mounting bar for fitment. If it is tight
use the file to widen the openings
Rounding the bar:
11. Place the 5 gallon bucket on its side
12. Using the bottom end of the bucket(more sturdy), place the middle of the stock bar
over the bucket and press down on each end to conform it to the bucket .
Note: It does not need to completely wrap around the bucket tight. Just needs to
get the general rounding needed
13. Check it for fitment. Use step 10 if it needs to be bent more. The bar should be a
little wider that the actual mounting location. The bar will flex to fit.
Bending the Ends:
These step are needed for making a better mounting
14. Place the stock bar in a vise or clamp to a study edge of a table at the 4” mark
15. Bend the stock bar about 10 degrees “inward” on each end
16. Check for fitment. The angle should be the same as the handle angle.
17. Repeat steps 13-15 if angles need to be adjusted.
Paint:
18. Paint the stock bar and bolts
Mounting holes: Note: The handles are made of rubber
19. Mark and center punch the handles at the locations in Diagram 2.
20. Drill a ¼” hole through the rubber handle
NOTE: Be careful when drilling the holes that the drill bit does not hit the seat.
Suggest putting a block of wood between the handle and the seat for precaution.
Mounting:
21. Push the bar over the 1” mounting bars
22. Line up the ¼” holes
23. Push the carriage bolt through the handles but not through the bar

24. Place the washer and two nuts on the bolt. (two nuts are required for spacing)
(reference Diagram 3)
25. Push the bolt though the stock bar. Tighten the nuts as needed
26. Place the lock nut on the end of the bolt
27. Tighten the inner nuts tight to the washer
28. Tighten the lock nuts
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